
Max Alert Live is designed to keep 
your audience safe and informed  
by offering:

– Fully automated watches and
warnings that instantly display
crucial and potentially life-saving
information from the National
Weather Service

– Rich, engaging graphics that
match your brand and can be
customized by priority and
frequency

– Streamlined workflows that use
a Max-based interface in a cloud
deployment so you can control the
solution from anywhere with an
internet connection

– Spanish language support to
reach your multi-lingual audience

Max Alert Live
Automated, hyperlocal and customized severe weather alerts

When severe weather breaks, most people look to local television as a top source for 
information. That means stations must be able to share watches and warnings quickly 
and accurately in the moments that matter most.

But speed and reliability don’t always come easy. Stations often must switch to different 
systems for sharing critical warnings. This can create operational difficulties as well 
as challenges in building effective graphics that reflect the changing conditions while 
maintaining your branding.

A smarter approach to severe weather alerts
Max Alert Live from The Weather Company enables stations to more rapidly broadcast 
severe weather news with customizable automated alerts, a user-friendly Max-based 
interface and a cloud deployment so you can control the action even from outside the 
studio. 

By directly integrating data from the National Weather Service, Max Alert Live automatically 
triggers messages that scroll across the bottom of the screen when predetermined weather 
conditions occur. You can also display other optional information such as a map that 
provides a clearer view of hazard areas and additional weather data. Messaging can be 
placed anywhere on screen and feature logos for your brand or other sponsorships.

Because the solution is cloud-based, meteorologists can log in from anywhere with an 
internet connection to view the current situation, choose trigger conditions and control the 
video output. Match your current on-air look with modern graphics that dynamically adapt 
to the changing weather to convey the urgency of the emerging threat. Information can be 
set to display automatically or manually depending on the severity level. Output can also  
be triggered locally when no internet is available. 

Together, we can build trust with your viewers through fast, accurate and engaging 
severe weather notifications. To find out more about Max Alert Live,  
contact The Weather Company today.
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